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r(Y)METARY EXPLORATION
IN THE SHUTTLE; F RA
Robert W. Farquhar
William 11. Wooden iI
ABSTRACT
A comprehensive program plan for cometary exploration
in the L980-2600 time frame is proposal. The proposal 	 r
involves an observational program as well as a series
of missions to comets. Plans for ground-basal obser-
vations, it Spacelab cumetary observatory, and the
Space Telescope are included in the observational pro-
gram. The conictary mission sequence begins with a
dual-spacecraft flyby of Halley's cornet. The nominal
missiun strategy calls for it simultaneous launch of two
spacecraft towards an intercept with Halley in March
19mi. :After the Halley encounter, the spacecraft are
retargeted: one to intercept comet Borrelly in January
1986 and the other to intercept comet Tempel -2 in Sep-
tember 199 S. The additional cometary intercepts arc
accomplished by utilizing a novel F:arth-swingby tecli-
niquc. The next mission in the cometary program plan,
a rendezvous with F:ncke's comet, is scheduled for
launch in early 1990. It is planned to rendezvous with
F:ncke in September 1992 at a heliocentric distance of
—4 AU. Following this near-aphelion rendezvous, the
spacecraft will remain with Encne through thQ next two
perihelion Ikissages in February 1994 and May 1997.
The rendezvous mission will be terminated about seven
months after the second perihelion passage.
v
COMETARY EXPLORATION
IN THE SHUTTLE ERA
INTRODUCTION
Comets are the least understood and the most puzzling ob,_cts in the solar
system. Although they have been closely observed by Earth-based telescopes
for many years, their basic nature is still a mystery. Further progress in
cometary studies will almost certainly require in-situ data from instrumented
space probes.
Literally hundreds of proposals for sending a spacecraft to a comet have sur-
faced over the last ten years, but to date, only two suggestions have ever been
seriously considered for possible implementation. These two candidate missions
were the 1077 fast flyby of comet Gri Sk elleru and the ballistic slow flybyI Y YGr igg- j P' Y Y of
Encke's comet in 1080 (see References 1 to 3). Unfortunately, these proposals
were not able to generate the broad-based support that is needed to initiate
a flight project.
The prospect for a comet mission in the mid-1080's is more hopeful. It is rather
obvious that the return of Halley's comet in 1085-86 will attract worldwide atten-
tion from the general public as well as the scientific community. Because Palley
is the only dramatically bright comet whose return can be accurately predicted,
it will offer scientists a once-in-a- lifetime opportunity to obtain in-situ measure-
ments of a large comet. Furthermore, Halley's close association ^^ ith important
historical events of Western Civilization such as the \orman conquest of Eng-
land in 1066 (see Figure 1) has helped to bring about an unusual public awareness
of the unique character of this comet. In fact, a great many people aCtually be-
lieve that Halley's comet is a major body of the solar system on a par ^%'ith the
planets \Lars, Venus, •Jupiter and Saturn. For these reasons and many others,
a mission to I[alley's comet «ill have a strong popular appeal.
However, important as it is, a mission to Halley is only one element in a program
of cometary exploration. The main purpose of this report is to present a specific
plan for the total program. Building on the Halley opportunity, a logical sequence
of flight projects is constructed. A coordinated schedule of remote observations
from ground-based and space-based observatories in support of the cometary
missions is also presented. The observational program includes plans for the
utilization of two new systems that will be operational in the 1980's, Spacclab
and the Space Telescope.
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Figure I. lialley's Comet in 1066 as Depicted on the Baycux Tapestry
I 1 IRXjRA11 PLAN
In ;ittempting to fol'nlUlate a realistic program plan fur comctary exploration,
factors such as schedule, cost, and complexity must be considered as well as
scientific return. The plan outlined in this section is one that gi-adually builds
un to the most demanding mission. A two-step mission sequence is advocated:
a ballistic fast-flyby followed by a rendezvous. Because of the great uncertainty
about the environment of a comet, it is felt that this is the only sensible approach.
MISSION STRATEGY AND 01WE'C"FIVES
The simplest and least expensive way to begin a sequence of comctary mission."
is to use the ballistic fast-flyby technique. This mission mode is ideally suitrd
to the scientific goals for the initial reconnaissance of a comet. It should be
I.ossible to determine the nature of the comet's nuclear condensation and possibly
confirm the postulated existence of a halo of icy grains surrounding the nuclear
r	 region. Although a fast-flyby mission will only provide a "snap shot" of condi-
tions in the comet, this should be adequat.• for
•Measuring the size and shape of' the nucleus (or nuclei)
• Determining the abundance and spatial distribution of the neutral mole-
cules and radicals in the coma
2
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• 1lcasuring the density, sixitial distribution, and energy distribution of
Ole charged particles
*investigating the prolwrtics of the comctary plasma and magnetic field
• Itctermining the nature of the solar-wind/comet interaction and finding
the locations of the bow shock and the contact surface (if' they existt
*.Surveying the characteristics of the dust grains, especially 141ze distri-
bution, spatial distribution, and composition,
In :addition, high-resolution six-etrophotometric measurements can be made dur-
ing the comctary approach and departure phases. 'These measurements should
provide some information on Cie time variation of the coma's structure including
its hydrogen halo.
Because of the exploratory nature of the first comctary mission, it is highly
desirable to use a mission profile that includes encounters with more than one
comet. Physical characteristic, can vary substantially between different comets,
and it will be necessary to obtain in-situ measurements from a variety of comets
to fully understand enmetzry behavior. Fortunatel y , as will be shown In the
'MISSION DESCRIPTIONS Section, it is possible to design ballistic trajectories
that intercept two comets in ICss than three years.
The launch date for the second comctary mission, a rendezvous with a comet,
should not be scheduled any earlier than two years after the first comctary flyby
ha:• taken place. ']'his constraint is needed to allow sufficient time to make use
of the flyby data in the selection and tho design of a science payload for the ren-
dezvous mission. The sequential strategy will mxximize the science return from
the very-expensive , rendezvous mission.
There is no question that the scientific payoff from a comctary rendezvous will
r be substantial. The long residence time and the ability to regulate the distance
between the spacecraft and the nuclear region will permit detailed inv,,stigations
of both the tempura! and spatial variations of comctary fcatures. The principal
scientific objectives for a rendezvous mission can be summarized as follows;
• lnvestigatc the nature and physical structure of the nucleus. Determine
its mass, size, shape, albedo, rotation rate, temperature distribution,
and surface features.
*Study the variable physical characteristics of the nucleus through at least
one complete orbital cycle. Investigate the material ejection dynamics,
the dist r ibution of dust grains, and the lifetimes of icy grains.
*The cost of a rendezvous mission is likely to be five to ten times greater than the cost of a fast-flyby mission.
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• Determine the surface composition of the nucleus by employing remote
sensing techniyluvs.
• Investigate IIIV structure, composition, and motions of the comctary at-
► uospherc. Identify the different species of parent molecules. Establish
the abundance, spatial distribution, kinematic behavior, and production
rate of all the constituents with particular emphasis on spatial resolution
within the inner coma.
• ' udy the basic mechanisms which produce ions and radicals. Measure
the time variation s
 of the density and energy dist .•ibution of the charged
particles. Find where anti how the tail material becomes ionized, and
dctc!-mine the flux of charged particles through the tail.
• Determine the properties of the plasma and magnetic field. Establish
whether the stylized variations of the tail struc :turc are (1) associated
with an imbedded magnetic field entrapped from the Interplanetary med-
ium, (2) related to waves along the contact surface, or (:3) structures
imbedded within she multiple neutral sheets that may exist in the come-
tary tail.
Representative science payloads for both the rendezvous mission and the fast-
flyby mission are listed in Table 1, Knowledge gained from the initial comctary
Table 1
Science Instrun ► cntation for Con ► etary missions
Class Instrument Fast FlyhY Rendezvous
Imaging:	 Narrow Angle X
Itemote Imaging:	 Wide Angle X X
Analysis IN Spectrometer X X
IIt Radiometer X
X-Ray fluorescence Spectrometer X
Mass Neutral Mass Spectrometer X X
Spectron ► ctry Ion Mass Spectrometer X X
!fields ^lagnetometcr X XPlasma-Wave Detector X X
and Vlectron Analyzer X XParticles Plasma Analyzer X X
Dust Dust Counter X X
Studies I Dust Comlx»ition Analyzer X
4
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flyby could change the coin position of the rendezvous payload sornc%kha(, but the
present list is adequate for planning purposes. It should be noted that the dust
composition c.^p erimer.t was omitted from the j undezvous p) iyload because exist-
ing; instruments use an impact ionization t( inique which requires relative vclo-
cities in excess of to km/sec for efficient opx-ration. Detailed discussions of
potential seientilic instruments for cometary missions can be found in References
I and 5.
TARGET SELECTION
In spite of the fact that there are approximately 100 known short-piriod comets,
choosing the prime targets for the mission sequence recommended above is rela-
tively easy. The two outstanding; candidates ar• c clearly comets Ilallcy and Encke.
Both comets have been observed extensively during their previous appearances,
and their orbital behavior can be predicted with great accuracy. Furthermore,
these comets are ideal representatives of the two major types of comets. Valley
has exhibited many of the characteristics of bright long-period comets, while
Encke has displayed features that are associated with more-evolved comets. ()f
course, as noted earlier, Halley's comet is exceptional in ways that go beyond
its scientific importance.
Halley is the obvious choice for the first cometary mission. Its return in 19h5-
86 is only eight years away, and serious planning; must begin in the near future
or a truly unique mission opportunity will be lost. The next return of Halley's
comet wi l l not occur until the year• 2061.
Because of Valley's retrograde orbit, flyby six-eds at encounter will he-58 km/
ice. This high encounter velocity will put severe constraints on the imaging
;cicncc, and the spatial resolution will be degraded somewhat for all experiments.
Nevertheless, there is every reason to believe that all of the major scientific
goals for the first cometary mission can be achieved.* haven at this high flyby
speed, the spacecraft will be inside the visible coma region for over an hour and
will remain within the extended hydrogen atmosphere for about two days.
Following the Malley encounter, it is planned to retarget the spacecraft to a typi-
cal short-period comet. The secondary targets are much smaller than Halley,
'	 but the flyby speeds will be under 20 km/sec. Because of Hallcy's unique status
among short-period comets, a multi-comet mission that includes a Halley en-
counter will provide definitive scientific data for comparative studies of comets.
*'llie development of a science payload that will yield satisfactory data at a flyby ;peed of 60 km/sec is not
expected to he a serious problem. With the exception of the neutral mass spectrometer, flight•prown in-
strumentation or slightly modified versions of current instrument designs would be able to satisfy the Halley
mission requirements. Furthermore. neutral mass spectrometers that can operate at flyby speeds up to 100
km/sec are already in a developmental phase and should be ready for implementation in th. early 1980's.
5
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E'neke's comet Is the logical choice for the rendezvous mission. Its short
orbital period of only :3.3 ,years enhances the likeliho(xl of obtaining data
through at least two lx • rihelion passages. Moreover. Encke's orbit covers
an interesting range of heliocentric distances as far as c:ometary activity is
concerne(i (just enough, not too much). Although t •'nckc hart been i^ its present
orbit for thousands of ,years, it is still quite active and pr(xluces u broad range
of con ►ctary phenomena.
coordination between lo yal measurements by sixict-craft instruments and remote
measurements by Earth-based telescoix • s will undoubtedly play an important role
in the Encke rendezvous mission. Comprehensive coverage for about six months
before anti after Fnc ke's lx^rihelion passage is highly recommended. In selecting
an appropriate apparition for the 1:nckc mission, this critical lactor must Ix-
taken into account.
Favorable Farth-based viewing c •onditiom, .-an easily bc • dete ► mined by c\annining
the bipolar plot of Figure 2. This plot &:pacts Encke's motion with respect to a
fixed Sun-Earth line for each apparition From 1980 to 1997. It is readily appar-
ent that the best geometry occurs (luring the 1983 and 199 . 1 apparitions. In both
eases, excellent viewing conditions will exist for an extended periGd before and
after 1) rilielion. ?notice that the orbital geometry for the 19h7 apparition is very
poo r.
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For reasons that %%ill I K' ii	 tc Ill the	 I	 .un,
the fast flyby of Ilalicy's	 is planned i„l	 , !,t , ^ .,re, the
hest Fnckc apparition after u,• llalivy flyby would occur a I99-1. Ilowever,
the viewing gcomctry for Fric •ke's 1991) apparition would also be satisfactory
Turing the pre-Ix-rihclion phase.
OBSERVATIONAL 1'ItMIMNI
A greatly expanded schedule of comctary observations from telescolies in
Earth orbit anti at ground-based observatories will be needed to carry out
an effective comctar y  exploration program. increased coverage is desirable
for all short-lit-riml comets with :r particular emphasis on comets that have
been selec • tc-ti as targets for future missions. A large number of observa-
tions ovcr an extended interval of time will be required for studies concern-
ing the evolutionary behavior of comets.
Itcmote (A)servations arc also imlx)rtant for mission support. Artr•ometric
measurements will Ix, needed to ulxlate comctary cphcmcrides. Vor fast-
flyby missions, at least one set of measurements twury five days should be
a minimwn goal. To be useful du r ing the mission, these measurements
should be processed within a few d"ys time.
however, the most essential task for the observational network will be to moni-
tor the physical characteristics of the target comet at the same time that in-situ
measurements are recorded. Photographs of the coma and tail regions should
be taken at frequent intervals to track the motions of nuclear fragments and tail
condensations. Spxc ctral coverage of comctary activity in the ultraviolet and in-
frared can be obtained by Earth-orhAing telescopes. The remote observations
will provide complementary and correlative data that will be needed for the in-
terpretation of the in-situ measurements.
A Mde variety of' instruments and observing techniques will be used in the comc-
tary observational program. The principal elements of this program will he
ground-based observatories, Spacclab, Space Telescope, ;mall astronomical
satellites, and expx-r •iments carried on sounding rockets. A brief summary of
some of the most noteworthy functions for each system follows:
*Ground-Based Observatories. This will h.- the primary source of comc-
tary observations over extended periods of time. Coordination of obscr-
ing schedules at a lark number of observatories throughout the world
will be necessary to obtain adequate coverage of the different comctary
features. Grourd-based observatories will also be responsible for astro-
metric measurements. A number of redundant sites should be available
for this critical suplxwrting function t-) prevent the occurrence of lengthy
data gaps.
7
• ^1 s.Icclub. The Spucclub system will provide an instrument platform that
can take advantage of the extended w avelcngth coverage, sulx-t for image
duality, atxl darkness of the night sky ulxiv(.' the 1 arth's atmos+pherc. A
possible instrument cum picnicfit for cometary observations is depicted
in figure 3. I Inc of the princilml instruments shown here is the one-meter
UV-optical telescolx . which will provide high angular-resolution t -0.:3 arc
Kcconds) imagery over : ► 0. 5" fivid of view. Large cotnctary features can
be monitored by the Schmidt cameras which have u field of view of - 11'
with : ► 21) arc-second resolution. Although the Spacclab system is an cx-
trcnicly pLmerful t(x)l fur cunict:u %. observations, its Ix-riod )f operation
will he hinited to about two weeks Ix-r Shuttle flight.
0 Space Telescolx . . The Space Tell-scolic is able to produce images with a
resolution of -0. t art , seconds ( -75 km at 1 AU), but its field of view is
only :3 arc minutes ( -130,0oo kni at 1 AU). This instrument will be very
useful for obscrving time variations in the inner coma region, esiwcially
when coverage from the Spacclab One-nieter tclemeotw is not available.
Ilowevcr, the total viewing time alloted for conietary obscrvatiOtis may
he lather small slue to other observing priorities.
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figure :1. Spacclab c omctary (A)servatory
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*Small :Astronomical Satell i tes (e.g. , Solar Observatories, IUE, IRAS)
and Sounding Rockets. 'These systems might be able to fill in some gaps
in the coverage provided by the instru ►nc lnts mentioned above. Again
however, the total time .mailable for cometary observations will pro!,ably
not be very great.
AUSSU)N OESC'MPTIONS
Details of the mibsion profiles for the Ha r ley fast flyby and the ESncke rendezvous
are described In this section. It has been assumed that the multi-comet trajec-
tory option will be used for the Malley misbion. Two alternative plans are offered
for the Lncke rendezvous mission.
HALLEY FAST FLYBY WITII IN. t,LTI-COMET OPTION
1'he orbital geometry for Halley during its 1 985-MG apparition is shown in Figure
.1. Notice that Malley will be favorably located for telescopic.- observations before
and after its perihelion passage. However, the geometry Is slightly better after
perihelion, and Halley is expected to be much brighter during this period.
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Figure 5. Halley Intercept with Earth Return
Halley's post-perilelion location is also advantageous from a trajectory stand-
point. As shown in Figure 5, it is possible to place a spacecraft into a trajectory
chat first intercepts Malley and then returns to the Earth's vicinity one year after
launch. This "boomerang" trajectory concept maker it possible to r tirget the
spacecraft to .mother comet after the Malley flyby. By using a series of Earth-
swingby maneuvers, tl) 1 orig°.nal spacecraft trajectory can be reshaped to effect
the second cometary encounter. Alternative maneuver sequences involving a
variety of additional cometary targets have been discovered and are described
in detail in Rel . rence G.
The recommended mission scenario is summarized in Tablc 2. This plan calls
le a single launch of two spacecraft (of identical design to minimize coats) to-
wards a ix:Ost-perihelion encounter with Halley in March 19£46. One spacecraft
is targeted for a close flyby of the nucleus while the other traverses the tail re-
gion (see F igLire 6). Simultaneous measurements in the 'coma and tail regions
will provide valuable daLa on the large-scale feature.- of Valley's comet. follow-
ing the liallcy encounter, it is planned to use Earth-swingby maneuvers to retar-
get one spacecraft to comet Borrelly in January 1988, and the other to comet
Tempel-2 in September 1988. The orbital parameters for comets Borrelly and
Tempel-2 are given in Figure 7. Notice that viewing conditions from Earth are
quite good for both comets during these apparitions.
10
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Table 2
Dual-Spacecraft Multi-Comet Mission Summary`
I aunch Datc:	 August 25, 19h5
Launch Vehicle:	 Shuttle with Interim Upper Stage
Simultaneous Launch of 'No Spacecraft
Spacecraft , 1: Targeted for Encounters with Comets 'ialley
and Ilorrelly
Spacecraft w 2: Targeted for Encounters with Comets Halley
and Tempe1-2
Sun Distance f:arth Distance flyby SpuciiEncounter Date (At') (AU) (km/sec)
Comet Halley 1. 13 0.59 58.4 
March 2h, 19h6
Comet florrelly 1.40 0.70 17.7January 16, 198h
Comet Tempel-2 1	 aJ, U. J9 13.2September 22, 19148
'Parameters are shown for nominal launch date. Launch-window variations
are given In Reference 6.
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A modification of this plan has been proposed by Biermann and Alichel (Reference
7). Instead of launching; both spacecraft on the Shuttle, they have suggested an
independent launch with the Artane rocket for the second spacecraft. In their
proposal, the second spacecraft would be built by the European Space Agency
(ESA). "113ey envision a ,joint NASAJESA Halley mission with NASA contributing;
the coma probe while ESA furnish--s the tail probe.
ENCKE RENDEZVOUS
Existing; spacecraft delivery systems do not possess the propulsive capability
that is required for the Encke rendezvous mission. Ilowever, there are at least
two ways to correct this shortcoming. One possibility would be to develop the
long-awaited low-thrust propulsion system (solar-electric propulsion or "ion
drive"). This system would have a large payload capacity, but its high develop-
ment cost has continually postponed its anticipated readiness date. Another pro-
mising solution would be to assemble a large multidle-stage booster rocket in
low Earth orbit. In this plan a dual Shuttle flight would be required to transport
the booster components and the rendezvous spacecraft into the assembly orbit.
At this time, it is not obvious which one of these schemes might be used to carry
out the Encke rendezvous mission. Therefore, mission profiles for both pro-
posals are described.
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Low-Thrust Propulsion Technique
Rendezvous missions to I-:neke's comet using low-thrust propulsion technology
have been studied in great detail. A good account of a possible Encke mission is
presented in Reference S. For the purposes of this report, a brief summary of
the mission schedule will suffice.
With the program constraint that at least two years sl ►ould elapse after the Halley
flyby before launching the rendezvous spacecraft, the earliest permi3sible launch
date would not occur until March l9h,4. This is rather fortuitous however, be-
cause March L98S happens to be the optimum launch period for a low-thrust tra-
jectory that would rendezvous with Encke aboLtt 1.00 days before its 1990 perihelion
passage. A plot of this trajectory is shown in figure 8. The rendezvous will
occur just about the time that significant cometary activity is beginning. As ac-
tivity increases, it might be wise to keep a safe distance between the spacecraft
and Encke's nuclear region until possible environmental hazards can be assessed.
A more adventuresome exploration strategy could be employed during; the next
perihelion passage in 1994.
New design concepts for low-thrust propulsion systems utilize concentrating solar
arrays to obtain greater propulsive energy (Referznce 9). The concentrating;
solar array is juet a flat array that has been surrounded by reflecting mirrors
to increase the amount of solar radiation striking the cell blanket (see Figure 9).
With this system, payload weights in excess of luau kg could be carried to Encke.
• FLIGHT TIME 74 YEARS
• RENDEZVOUS 100 DAYS BEFORE
ENCKE'S PERIHELION PASSAGE
• DISTANCE FROM SUN 1.81 AU
• CISTANCE FROM EARTH 1.96 AU
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Ballistic Mission Mode \N ith Dual Shuttle Launch
Encke rendezvous traju,Aories using a multi-impulse ballistic flight m(xle have
been investigated by llollenbeck and Van Melt (Reference 10). They have+ found
that the ballistic mode is particularly effective for aphelion-class missions.
Energy requirements arc about the same as perihelion-class missions, but
flight times arc reduced by more than a year.
The mission profile for the 1992 aphelion-class rendezvous is shown in Figure
10. Notice that Earth-based coverage of the rendezvous will be facilitated by
Fncke's near-opposition location. The heliocentric distance of —4 At' will also
be beneficial. Fricke will be in a dormant state at this time, and it should be
possible to examine the nucleus at close range without undue risk.
The AV requirement for the ballistic Encke rendezvous is quite high. The two
primary spacecraft maneuvers will rcuui re a velocity increment of •1. 3 kni sec.
Adding 300m/sec for midcourse corrections and trim maneuvers results in a
total AV requirement of 4.66-m/sec. It is planned to accomplish these maneuvers
I	 with a tw , o-stage propulsion module that uses space-storable propellants (Refer-
ences 11 and 12). Figure 11 shows that a 2900-kg propulsion module could de-
liver a 600-kg spacecraft to Encke. This payload capability should be adequate
for the Encke rendezvous mission.
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FigUl-c 12. l"erfui-mancc Suntnt.u'y foe Dual Shuttle Launch
The 3500-kg load (propulsion module + spacecraft) can be injected into the helio-
centric transfer orbit with the three-stage solid-rocket combination that is depic-
ted in Figure 12. The upper twin- stage
 configuration (stages 2 and :3) Is identical
to one version of the Interim Upper Stage (IUS) that ,vill be ready for use in 19130.
Stage 1 is just a larger solid motor incorporated with the standard IUS modular
stage segments.
Two Shuttle flights will be needed to carry the launch stack into an Earth parkins;
orbit where stage 1 will be mated to the larger component (twin-stage + payload).
Appropriate weight allowances for II'S support frames, SCADS" power supply,
R'I'G coolant kits, etc. have been used in computinv the Shuttle payload
capacity.
FTJaHT SCHEDULE AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The preferred mission strategy for a progressive and orderly stud y of comets is
shown in I igure 13. This program should provide an understanding of comets
and their physical behavior that is comparable to planetary knowledge. Some of
the most noteworthy features of the recommended program are the following:
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► •The Halley mission will give the cometary program an :.tushicious begin-
ning. 'I'lle dual-fivby plan will increase the science return from this mis-
sion and will also furnish sonic desirable redundancy.
• A cost-effective multi-comet mission profile is utilized for the flyby
missions. With this tecluiique, two spacecraft will be able to carry out
four separate cometary intercepts in only three vears.
1 *The mission set contains a good distribution of the various types of short-
period comets. Malley and Eneke are particularly significant because they
represent radically different stakes of cometary evolution. The dissimilar-
ity in the physical characteristics of these two comets is quite striking.
1
oThe Encke rendezvous is scheduled for September 1992. 'Phis date is well-
timed for several reasons. * Because the launch date for the 1992 rendez-
vous will occur in 1990, there will be plenty of time available to design an
optimal science payload for the rendezvous mission base(] on data obtained
from the Halley, Borrelly, and possibly even the 'Tempel-2 encounters.
In addition, extremely favorable viewing geometry will exist for E.irth-
J	
based observations throughout Encke's 1994 apparition (see Figure 2).
I1
/ 'Nontechnical factors should also be considered. Pie 500th aniversary of Columbus' discovery of the New
World will occur in 1992, and an exploration of another 'tiiew world" would be a tatting way to commem-
orate this famous oc casion.
1
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• The Encke rundczvous will occur at a heliocentric distance of -•1 All
%%-here Encke's physical activity will be virtually nonexistent. This will
permit a close examination of Encke's nucleus for an extended lx-riocl
before the next perihelion passage.
• The 1992 aphelion-class; Fneke rendezvous mission could be accomplished
%% ith either a luw-thrust propulsion system or a ballistic technique that
exploits the large payload capacity of it 	 Shuttle launch.
• An active comctary observational program will he an essential element
of the total program. The flight schedule includes four sorties of the
Spacelab ecnnetary observatory. It is also anticipated that tile+ comctary
missions will slimulate a greater interest in c •onictary observations by
ground -based ohservatotLes.
• 'l he sequential mission strategy is fiscally attractive and provides good
program continuity. funding; peaks are reduced considerably by the five-
year spread between the primary launch dates.
opportunities for international particilmOon in a program of comctary explora-
tion are numerous. Astronomers throughout the world, both amateur and pro-
fessional, will be able to make imix)rtant contributions to a coordinated program
Of ground- ha8ed observations. Multi-national space projects such ccs Spacclah
and the Space Telescope will be major components of the observational program.
A cooperative mission to lialley's comet might also be considered. It appears
likely that a great many nations would be interested in an opportuni •:y to partici-
pate directly in one of the most exciting; space missions of this century.
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